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Introduction
The intellectual production "How to design an esports center" aims to achieve a standard functional
specification for any structure wishing to develop an esports project as well as a catalog of
architectural design facilities meeting these specifications. The need comes from:
•

the lack of references in this area (no serious guide exists to support a development project
leader);

•

the difficulty for a structure - particularly public - to consider all the functions entering into
an esports center project;

•

dangers to the health of players linked to poor general ergonomics;

•

the lack of consideration related to accessibility or to reductions in energy consumption;

•

the difficulty of making esports and exergaming coexist in the same place;

•

the need for an innovative, modular and sustainable architecture - in particular for
competitions.

The guideline includes:
1. users feedbacks and advices before designing an esports facility;
2. 6 different examples of Design & Access Statements with design briefs, presentations and
visualisations including volumetric modelling, renders, sketches… Those 6 different
examples are all designing the same site for the sake of the comprehension of the reader ;
3. A global approach on what an esports centers should be ;
4. A clarification on esports facilities
5. An example of esports center with Level256 in Paris.
Note that each version will explore an original solution linked to different contexts (size of places,
sustainability of places, number of participants, etc.).
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In addition to the participants of the project, the target audience of this guideline are both project
owners and project managers who may, at one time or another, be involved in the development of a
space involving sports; sports complex, socio-cultural center, event hall, educational establishment,
theme bar, media library...
This is a deliverable articulating the specific know-how of the three establishments (University of Caen
Normandy on the specifications, Wrexham Glyndwr University on the architectural design and the
University of Kajaani on the development of esports space). The collaboration took form with an
iterative mechanism where the establishments worked in specialization but through recurrent sharing
of results. This guideline was produced in conjunction with the teaching within the Bachelor degree in
Business & Management in esports diplomas from KAMK, the DUT CS Urban Management and the
Master in Ergonomics from UNICAEN and finally the Bachelor of Sciences Architectural Design
Technology from WGU. The results were also be used pedagogically within the framework of the
MOOC “Understanding esports”.
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1.

Users
feedbacks
and
advices before designing an
esports facility
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What is your understanding of esports?
Esports allows people across the world to virtually meet and compete through online gaming
platforms. It is largely a leisure activity but there is a growing number of organised prizewinning tournaments which has seen the emergence of a few full-time professional gamers.
Whilst the nature of gaming is online these tournaments can be held in small and large face
to face venues.
It is not just played by teenagers in a sweaty bedroom. It is a multimillion-pound industry
open to all people of all ages, able, disabled high and poor ability
Esport is more than just sitting at home playing computer games. Whilst it doesn’t involve a
lot of physical activity (unless playing the virtual headset games), there is a lot of time spent
training. This includes training for the game in which you are playing, and so some element
of physical activity to keep players fit and healthy is required.
Esports competitions can be held regionally, nationally, and globally. It is not just about
‘winning in a game against your mate at home’ as participants can enter competitions to win
awards and substantial amounts of money.
Esports is growing in popularity hence the need for dedicated esports centres and buildings.
In addition, its popularity is enabling players to be sponsored by organisations.
Generally speaking, participating in Esports activities is an ‘open to anyone activity’ as the
activity itself is disabled user friendly in most cases.
I understand that esports can be regarded as gaming on a competitive level by professional
e-Athletes. esports games can be categorised into the following: First- person shooters
(FPS), Third-person shooters (TPS), Multiplayer Online battle arena (Battle Royale), Racing,
and Real-time strategy. The most popular games are Dota 2, Counter-Strike: Global
Offensive, Fortnite and League of Legends.
Whilst esports may not seem as physically demanding as football, per se, however there have
been studies undertaken by universities that prove otherwise (take a look at these links
below, they’ve got some brilliant links to papers on this)
o

https://venturebeat.com/2017/09/28/how-esports-competitors-prepare-mentally-andphysically/
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o

https://www.dw.com/en/science-shows-that-esports-professionals-are-real-athletes/a19084993

o

https://www.neurotrackerx.com/post/the-mental-demands-of-esports-are-equal-to-prosports
These e-Athletes are given state-of-the-art physical training when they are competing in top
leagues, however there is not much support for the mental health of the player and the
effects of ‘instant fame’ as they become more and more popular and successful, there is also
an increased probability of them being scrutinised over a live stream.
Very popular and growing form of visual entertainment, high figures generated in terms of
viewers and revenue. Most events are live streamed on various platforms and prize money
in some professional tournaments exceeds £1 Million.
At the start of the project I knew literally nothing about eSports!
Now I know it is/they are sports that are very widely participated in. It involves playing
electronic games, competing either individually or in teams.
There are all sorts of eSports games that can be played competitively. You get first person
shooters (FPS) like Call of Duty and Counter Strike, sport games like FIFA and NBA basketball
(played electronically, obviously) and of course full on sci-fi space/ other world scenario
multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) games like StarCraft, DOTA and League of Legends.
ESports athletes can win big money – big tournaments have big prize funds. They can also
earn big from sponsorship deals.
The best players and teams also earn notoriety and admiration from many followers– though
there is a very short shelf-life for pro-players, with competition favouring the young.
Competitors have serious training regimes. They may live in team houses, and there is much
focus on their physical wellbeing.
ESports communities are a big thing. Communication between players is vital, like in any
sport, but the magic of the internet means that people from all over the world with similar
interests are brought together and can enjoy competing in teams or against each other
whilst being physically apart. This can be a lifeline for people that may not be able to access
other sports or social situations because of physical or other reasons, and being an eSports
participant can improve their wellbeing. On the flipside there can sometimes be ‘toxicity’
within certain communities, and it is important for players to develop a resilience to this.
6
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ESports tournaments fill arenas all over the world and are watched by millions online. In
some countries they are broadcast on television. They create a huge revenue which is
growing and shows no signs of slowing.
Betting on the outcome of eSports tournaments is commonplace.
Even though I had never heard of eSports before it is a very big deal, and it won’t be going
away in the near future.
That eSports should be an inclusive activity, one that everyone can participate in - children,
elderly, disabled, “eAthletes” etc.
ESports is more than just a game; it has a large community base and rapidly growing each
year. It has become a profession for some people calling themselves eSports athletes.
That it is a multi-billion pounds industry that crosses many social platforms and it is not
exclusive to a 'certain' demographic.
ESports is an online activity played by two or more players.
My understanding of eSports changed as the year progressed and we learned more. It’s not
a lot of sweaty school boys playing computer games, but trained athletes that are
monitored, just like an athlete, to help them develop their full potential.

What are the key recommendations for an esports Centre?
Access, Egress, Mobility, Security, Network, Infrastructure, Internal Heat Gains,
Condensation, Promotion, Maintenance, Occupancy.
Make it accessible
Know the focus of the centre – will it be an arena; will it be for professional athletes only or
community use only, or will it have a mixture of uses? Will LAN tournaments and other events
be hosted there? These will each require a specialist design approach. Once you have decided
what your eSports centre will need to have, then you can do further research into what is
needed. Some pointers from the involvement in the project so far:
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§

Training and team-play rooms don’t need to be dark and claustrophobic, but if
they are for professional players there need to be privacy measures in place to
prevent spying (think screening and soundproofing);

§

Professional players need space away from their machines for downtime – think
sofas. Non-professionals will probably want some other facilities too;

§

There needs to be space for a coach to move around behind players in training
suites;

§

LAN tournaments will need a large open space, like a sports hall. You will probably
need loads of storage for the furniture/power cables etc. that will be used for
these events;

§

Consider the sort of equipment needed and how to accommodate it. Each player
will need a minimum of 1100mm desk space, somewhere for all their kit and a
comfy chair. At the Uni in Kajaani there were really good coat hanging provisions
everywhere, would it be a good idea to have lockers or cloakrooms for gubbins?

Make it appealing for its target audience. Colin would say that the building should be made
to have a transferrable use for the future, but I think that is pessimistic and there’s no need
to play it safe here (but don’t listen to me, I based my building on a human brain…)
Accessibility (wheelchairs, pushchairs etc.)
A mix of multi functioning and specific rooms - i.e. training rooms, drones, game testing,
generic game play.
Although inclusivity is important there should be space for athletes without any disturbance.
Comfort, soundproof walls and the right lighting is important.
A scalable space can aid in developing a community atmosphere. Changing the size of the
space to fit the importance of the match will benefit the atmosphere of the space. That
flexibility goes further than just audience size. Different titles require different equipment
setups and competitors, much like traditional sports.
A space can also be used for a variety of events outside of eSports. Comedians, theatre and
live music shows and other promotions are a possible sample of the events that eSports
Arena (ESA) can host. When events are not being hosted, ESA can be opened for use by
members, the key draw is the use of the high-end computers owned an ESA. While members
may own their own machines, these rigs are out of reach because of their high price points.
8
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Rather than charge an hourly rate similar to an internet café, members, many from younger
demographics, pay a monthly fee to gain access to these computers that they would not
otherwise get to use. The consistency of events and use of a membership program creates a
community that sees ESA as its hub and that would continue to come back for more, week
after week.
On the whole, most eSports fans are between the ages of 18 and 34, and these patrons do
not always own a car. Instead, they are more likely to take advantage of public transport.
Ensuring that public transport is close and that ridesharing service like Uber is easy to use on
the premises and is essential to getting consumers to the venue. If it is inconvenient, the
digital generation will not do it.
That inconvenience applies to basic requirements of servicing this demographic. The slow,
inconsistent Wi-Fi tolerated at other sports venues is a non-starter for eSports arenas. Fans
want to share their experience and share it quickly. High-speed wireless internet is as basic
of a need as the appropriate number of W/C facilities.
Charging stations and areas to plug-in are also a must. The frustration of not being able to
charge devices will not be endured at a digital-centric event. These needs might be
considered secondary at other events, but to the eSports crowd, they are essential.
Training facilities, optimum internet connection, an area for competition to take place.
Key recommendations; would have to be large enough for a small village and large enough
to hold small scale competitions. ( don't get swayed by the size of the large arena's you see
online).
Whilst playing online games can be a positive experience for individuals e.g. connecting with
others, problem solving, cognitive skills it also has its draw backs in terms of impact on
physical health, stress, eye strain etc. The centre needs to look at how it addresses some of
the drawbacks through good design.
Comfortable surroundings for players and spectators. Space awareness, space for individual
game players and team games. Equipment set up space cater for disabled players i.e.,
wheelchair users.
An esports centre should provide an arena/ viewing area for players to participate in
competitions and supporters to watch them. It should also provide Welfare facilities for
players and supporters: toilets, rest areas (for time in between games), training rooms, and
canteens/ cafes for food/ drink.
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Another key recommendation is to understand the requirements of a player, and correlate
that with the layout & design of the building: for example, a player wanting to rest in
between competitions will want somewhere quiet- therefore avoid putting rest rooms next
to a noisy arena or cafe. Alternatively, if this is not possible within your layout; specify
additional acoustic insulation within your design to prevent/minimise noise disturbance.
The balance of the physicality and psychology of a space. There needs to be a sense of
comfort and well-being for the gamer/e-athlete as well as provide that sense of intrigue for
passers-by.
The need for multifunctional spaces is key. If esports was to stop being a ‘thing’ tomorrow,
what could the space be adapted for?
Think about inclusion (the French Erasmus students were big on this). Consider how many
gamers/e-athletes have a learning difference and how that may impact on their perception
of space. For example, someone who has a diagnosis of autism may require escape points/
crawl spaces.

What types of other public buildings would you suggest an esports
Centre should take as a model?
Sports Halls / Stadia (structure + architecture), Arenas (regulatory + logistics), high
occupancy commercial buildings (network architecture + infrastructure).
Leisure Centres, Schools
Cinema, Theatre, Library. The unexpected, for example Horizon esport Club, 1a Pilgrim
Street, Liverpool
I don’t have a specific example for this; however, I’d say pick a building that is large and
adaptable. You can do this by considering what you need within the sports centre and seeing
if that would fit into an existing building. For example, you need an area/ viewing space;
therefore, a single-story building isn’t likely to achieve the height you’d need for a sloped
viewing platform in the arena.
I would also suggest considering a building that has character- after all the games they are
playing generally involve a character. Therefore, you could argue that the building needs to
be characteristic as it incorporates an element of esports. An example of this maybe the
10
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Wrexham Waterworld building? Whilst the design isn’t too ‘out there’ it still achieves
character as the building itself isn’t a typical box shape; its unique and characteristic design
granted, but it’s also subtle (to an extent) and sits well within the landscape.
Sports arenas/ sports civic buildings (take a look at Zaha Hadid’s Evelyn Grace Academy for
creating a sense of identity/ethos). https://www.dezeen.com/2010/10/18/evelyn-graceacademy-by-zaha-hadid-architects/
Museums make excellent case studies for public spaces. Libraries can show the contrast
between public/private spaces.
Fire station! No, probably a library. But a modern one, with a mixture of open spaces and
smaller rooms. But again it depends on what you decide is the focus of your centre, maybe
an auditorium or even a stadium would be more appropriate.
Other stadiums/arenas?? I don’t think it needs to be modelled on other buildings, it should
be unique.
Theatre can be seen as a model for eSports centre because eSports tournament has an
audience concentrated on what is happening on stage just same as a theatre. The layout of
an auditorium can be inspired for eSports tournament auditorium.
My design, Red Bull Arena, old cinemas/theatres, disused office buildings, purpose- built
stadiums.
Arenas, theatres.
Other public buildings that could be added to the eSports centre would have to be a training
area, and a place for relaxation, for starters.

What are the extra elements you would suggest make a building
suitable for esports?
Adaptable spaces, mixed sized gaming areas (solo play – teams etc.), high-speed and reliable
network connection, surge and back up supported electrical supply, research and
development.
Excellent communications networks
11
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Somewhere to eat
Other things to do
Location
Anti-glare/reflection glass
Appropriate lighting
Most visitors are young people who may not have access to transport and so choosing a
location with good transportation links is important. There are a growing number of older
adult games .. gamers will age over time but still may be interested in continued
participation.
Good access, visibility, Wi-Fi reception, adaptable, quirkiness.
As the esports centre is used by both the players and public, perhaps you could incorporate
some public games rooms/ arcades, for persons to enjoy leisurely while visiting the site. You
could also provide shower rooms for gamers/trainers (if they are in a long competition and
don’t have time to go home).
I’d also recommend considering the general profile of players- these are typically younger
people. Therefore, the design needs ‘child’ friendly. Design a building that is easy to navigate,
with plenty of signage for way finding. Also, some of the players may be disabled- so consider
larger training rooms/ rest rooms and general access around the building suitable for
wheelchairs.
The heat generated off the esports computers is insane. Air conditioning is a must but what
to do with all that heat? Look at heat capture/ re-use!
Sound-proofing is a key requirement. If you have two competing e-sports teams/ players in
neighbouring rooms, the last thing you want is to be distracted by them shouting/ any
crowds that have formed.
In terms of security, a VPN Network/ optical cabling within the building will provide extra
security from hackers (copper wiring can be tapped into easier as they carry an electrical
current).
Sound barriers/enhancers
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Research sizes of the equipment they use to get a better understanding of room size etc.
Make it look like an eSports centre from the outside, at least, it’s a fairly new trend so it
should entice those who may not have heard about it.
There is lots of heat generated from the computers but the building should have good
ventilation system for comfort of the players. Finding a way to make use of the generated
heat could be very beneficial for the building. The lighting of the gaming rooms should be
aesthetically darker but comfortable for the eyes concentrating on the computers.
Location, services, comfort, accessibility.
Sound proofing rooms where smaller competitions.
Key elements that make would make the eSports centre a more welcoming place would be
to have more areas of natural light in the building, to have good ventilation and ways of
venting the heat generated from powerful computers.

What advice would you give to your fellow designers, as they pick a
project up?
Develop design ideas inspired by gaming related influences such as buildings or vehicles
featured in platform computer games, or gaming laptops.
Consider the “real” occupancy levels of the building during off-peak times; is it worth having
acres of space within a building which will be at 10% capacity for more than 60% of the year.
Have an open mind – especially if like me you’d never had any previous experience of eSports
before.
Get stuck into the design early on to give yourself enough time to get your ideas across. The
more stuff you have for the crits, the more feedback you get, the more you can improve your
design and the better the end result will be.
Have a good look through all the information from the consortium, there’s a lot there
Be bold in your design
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Enjoy the project, it’s a once in a lifetime opportunity and a privilege to be involved in it
Do lots of research about eSports.
Not really advice but, Richard from the game development dept. was really helpful. His
lecture was informative and highlighted other aspects of eSports, not just the gaming side.
(And try not to laugh at Salad Fingers)
Communicate well with the other student from abroad; understanding the different needs
and sides of the gamers such as psychological needs will give you an insight of what elements
to include in the building because rather than just cool design, it is important to think from
the gamers point of view.
Search all the demographics that are required for an eSports arena.
Take into account server capabilities and how you would use the energy output from them.
How would you overcome the problem of Wi-Fi to a large spectator audience.
Take into account fire safety, security and child and visitor safety.
Don’t play virtual reality games they make you…
Start the drawing stage as soon as possible Research, research and more research about the
sport and how it’s played and who plays etc. look at the profile of the visitor and who may
accompany them such as family and perhaps not just look at esports as an activity that can
be enjoyed during their visit but other facilities/ activities that could be incorporated.
If you’re going big be BOLD Speak to esport community gain their input. Research worldwide
esport venues.
Start off by watching the esports documentary on Netflix, it’s a great way to ease yourself
into the project.
The Metric Handbook, whilst it does not specifically state spatial requirements for esports
buildings, does give a lot of information on public buildings/ IT Rooms/ Libraries and Sports
Centres.
The University has an esports team. Check it out. I was not paid to say this.
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The creative industry building is where the gamers go to work on their assignments. They are
your friends now and if you’re kind enough to them, they will give you gaming insight, share
their pizza with you and tell you that you look like Lara Croft.
Richard is particularly helpful in giving advice on spatial requirements of a gamer and is able
to point you in the right direction should you have any questions. He is also your friend on
this module.
I’d encourage you to join/follow a couple of esports groups on Facebook or Instagram (if that
is your thing) such as KAMKesports or lolesports. They regularly host livestreaming events
for free share posts on esports/gaming developments worldwide that you could take
inspiration from.
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2.

6 different examples of
esports centers
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Design and Access Statement
Esports center in Wrexham

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Use of the Building
Site
Amount of development
Materials
Landscaping
Appearance
Access
Points from Kajaani
Reasons for the building taken its shape
Under standing the building materials

Introduction
This Design and Access statement will look at the development of an
eSports center in Wrexham, Wales as part of the European Erasmus
project. eSports is the fastest growing sport and now it is even part
of the Olympics.

Proposed site

The site is the old Nightingale house site and before that it was a car
show room. It is close to the A483 and the road caters for large
amount of footfall as it has large walk ways and has a low speed
limit. The site is close to all amenities such as public transport with
the train station literally being across the road. There are bus
stations close by and next door to the site is the Wrexham football
club and to the rear are student accommodation buildings. The
Wrexham University and a shopping center which includes
restaurants and eating facilities are in walking distance. It is also in
walking distance from Wrexham town center. There is a huge drive
to invest in Wrexham as it is one of the fastest growing towns in
Wales.
Across the road from the site there are various size houses and
directly opposite there is a tire and exhaust fitment center. The site
is owned by the Wrexham university and up and till now has had
many offers to purchase including that from the like of Mc Donald's.

Shops selling merchandise

Use
The building itself will be designed for eSports but should also be
able to cater for other events such as music concerts and comic con
which has become a very popular event in Wrexham with high turn
out and the like of Patrick Stewart, Kiefer Sutherland attending the
event.

Sample corridor

It needs to a futuristic sci fi feel within the building and outside. Wi
fi needs to be a top priority as gaming takes an enormous amount of
data so the cabling installed needs to be the best on the market. The
building will consist of a main hall where tournament's can be
played , with smaller gaming rooms as well as shops selling
merchandise. The smaller rooms will have LED colored lighting and
sliding doors so that you get the feeling of being inside a space ship.
The hall ways will be lite by LED lighting on the skirting boards/ wall
edging.

Sample side gaming room

Site

Site measurement

Existing Building

Height of Hostel to the rearif

SiteSite measurements

Site
• Brown field site

Existing building on site

• No drainage problems
• Backs onto football ground
• Hostels to the rear
• Plenty of space

Site measurements

• Part of western Gateway project
• No chemical waste

Car park

Train station
Corner view from Crispin Rd
Opposite proposed site

Existing building on site

Street views for the site
to be developed

Front of site

Back of site

Car park

Crispin Rd

Mold Rd

Back of site

Site views
Car park

Amount of development
• The building will be that of a small arena being 30m x 30 m2.
• Not to overlook the football stadium
• Not to be taller than surrounding buildings
Proposed development site

Area for building
construction

Materials

• Steal and glass construction
• Brushed aluminum look
• Futuristic feel

Landscaping
• Trees & shrubs in the car drop of zone
• Disabled bays and entrance on Mold rd
• Permeable material used for parking area to
allow for good drainage
• Foot paths between the drop off zone roads
for pedestrians
• Entrance to the parking on the side of the
development (adjacent to the train station)

Appearance
Inside the arena

Access for bus/taxi drop off zone

Disabled Access

Access

• Up to six players a side
• Desks large enough for play as many use a larger keyboard

• Locker room for players belongings
• Offices for manager
• Rooms for training

Points from
Kajaani

• Ergonomically shaped seating for players
• Temperature controlled room for servers
• Shops to sell merchandise
• Disabled access and adjustable desks for disabled players
• Toilets
• No fancy lighting to distract players
• There will also be a retro area for old arcade games
• Sound proofing between rooms – for privacy

• The design will not be taller than the football ground
• Due to it being on a corner it is to be a building that stands out and
yet complements the surroundings.

Reasons for the design

• Concrete steel and glass will stand out and make the facilities get
noticed and also have a modern feel, showing that Wrexham is
Town that going places.

• The design will give the impression of a mini stadium/space craft .
• It will also have the space as well as the ability to be build on
should the need for Esports grow.

Tea pot - China

Materials
Steel
Glass
Concrete

Infosys headquarters in - Pune

London

Walk through
Exit by the rear/stadium
Entrance to floor

Fast food

Entrance/
exit

training

offices

gaming

gaming

coffee

seating

S
E
A
T
I
N
G

Entrance
/ exit

Floor area

seating
shop

toilet

shop

Fast food
Entrance/exit

toilet

Drinks/
sandwiches

Rough ideas

Rough ideas

Examples of solar roof cladding

Near Paris

Wrexham E-Sports Centre
Final
Susan Challenger
C-Architects

Content

•
•
•
•
•

MID POINT RECAP
FINAL PROPOSAL & VISUAL WALK THROUGH
FLOOR PLANS, SECTIONS
TECHINCAL SOLUTIONS
ELEVATIONS

MID POINT RECAP

Design Principles

• A professional best in class venue for esports.
• Appeals to all genders, ages and abilities. Offers varied game play that appeals to a wide audience.
• A ‘cool’ place for games to congregate and enjoy gaming.
• Philosophy of encouraging healthy ‘balance’.
• A place for teams to meet and form.
• Encourages creative game design through observation, analysis and involvement of others.
• Promote health through providing esports gym that combines physically controlled virtual experiences. E.g. Cycling Simulator.
• Provides virtual reality facilities for corporate and student education.

Concept Origin
Need for Balance

E-Sports

Temple
REFLECTION
FAMILY

WELLNESS

COGNITIVE SKILLS
LEARNING

FANTASY

CONGREGATE

SAFETY

CONTEMPLATION

INTROSPECTION
PEACE

REALITY

RECOVERY

GAMBLING ADDICTION
COLLABORATION
SPACIAL SKILLS
FEAR
COMMUNITY/ TRIBE
PLANNING SKILLS ISOLATION
COMRARDERIE
CONNECTION
PROBLEM
VIOLENCE
ACCEPTANCE
SOLVING
BELONGING
ESCAPE

SERENITY

JOURNEY
LOGICAL

STRATEGY

THRILL
ILLNESS (PHYSICAL & MENTAL)
COMPETE

Zones
Game
Development

Administration
Wrexham Glyndwr
University

3D Virtual
Learning
Rooms

Game
Pods

E-Sports

-Lecture Theatres
-Accommodation
-Large Arena
-Overflow Parking

Entrance
Meeting Booking

Game
Pods

Small
Arena
Escape
Rooms
Seating/
Relax
Area

Retail

Parking

Family &
Children
Area
WC &
Baby
Changing

Health Zone
Spa
Gym

Café
Restaurant

Three Integrated Spaces
‘event – esports centre’

Gaming
Meeting

event

Health

10m

8m

13m

Revised
Design
1. Front Roof Dropped to allow
more light in upper sitting area and
better views.
2. Vehicle access relocated from
Mold Road to Crispin Lane to ensure
pedestrian safety and ease of
access.

1. Dropped Roof

2. Vehicle
Access moved.

Final Proposal in Context

Front Aerial View
• Set back from the main road to
improve visibility of the total building
profile and maximise natural light.
• Designed to be adaptable for other
future uses e.g. theatre/ hotel.
• Each building component designed to
support the Ethos of Connect; Play;
Develop; Recover

DESIGN WALK THROUGH

Flat wide walkway safely directs pedestrians and wheelchair users to the entrance.

Pedestrian side entrance from Mold Road. Covered walkway to entrance.

Sliding doors into the entrance for ease of access and clear/ open views into Lobby

Main meeting area for visitors. Central desk for meeting and working.

Central desk section lowered for comfort of wheelchair users.

Additional seating area.

From Lobby: Team Zone for Auditorium, Developers, Escape Rooms and Corporate Virtual Reality

Clear Signage

Small Auditorium for hosting small gaming leagues and showcasing games.

50 seats allows smaller groups to watch games played within the building or global leagues.

Main area for game designers & developers to work.

Developer break away area.

Glass Partition provides open yet quiet from main noise of the rest of the building.

Corporate Virtual Reality Room.

Corporate Virtual Reality allows training locally or remotely.

Route to First Floor – back through Lobby

Take the Lift up to the First Floor

Or Stairs.

Into the Main Game Zone Floor

Game Zone Café & Bar.

Children’s area for supervised Children who visit the café – glass partition provides some
protection and visibility for parents.

Game Zone Entrance

Retro Game Arcade area.

Single Player Area – Ergonomic Game Station or Hot Desk

Enclosed Team Player Rooms. Flexible configuration for Wheelchair users

Light and noise reducing pods for breakaway and meet with freinds.

Gaming is about competition and gaming Leagues are at the heart of this.

The Sand ‘Pit’ to enable Developers to trial and pilot new games with visitors.

Open Garden Walkway to Health Zone.

Seating provides a quiet respite with natural light.

Health Zone separate but connected to main building.

Fitness equipment linked screens to download exercise programs – e.g. exercise drives
routes/ compete with others online.

Health Zone – Consultation Room

Jacuzzi

Health Zone Sensory Pod
Good for general relaxation and for
those with ADHD or on Autistic
Spectrum if over stimulated by the ESports environment.
Moves an individual or group away
from their current situation, into a
safe, calming environment

.

Way Out

FLOOR PLANS

Floor Plan
Ground

Plant room/ Designated area for Building Fire exit
Services. Boiler/ heat exchanger/ Electrical
Fire exit
Control Panel/ Solar energy storage.
door

Ground Floor
Plan : Details

WCs for Male / Female and Wheelchair
users
Fire lift and
stair shaft
to all upper
floor/
Escape
levels
rooms for
visitors

Open
access for
waste
collection

Waste
storage

Developer
break out/
ideas area

Wide corridors
For WC users

Seating area
visitors/ staff

Virtual Reality
Training
Equipment
Wide to narrow stairs
for impact/ easier
wayfinding to upper
floor from entrance
and proportional
balance/aesthetic

Vestibule for
reducing heat
loss

50 x seat auditorium for
visitor and staff events

Staff and
admin area &
window

Storage area
Unisex/ Disabled
WC

Reception for bookings and
visitor laptops plug in
(section lowered for Wheel
Chair Users)

Quiet seating area
Disabled Parking bays close
to entrance

Glass partition

WGU
Developer
s (staff
only) work
area

Floor Plan
1st Floor (a)

Fire exit
door

Separate
multiplayer team
game rooms/
spaces for
wheelchairs

1st

Floor (a)
Plan : Details

Laptop plug in
and play desks

Fire lift and
stair shaft
to all upper
floor/
levels

Virtual
reality
rooms for
general
visitors and
groups

Retro arcades

Ergonomically
designed chairs
for single players

Entrance to/from
Game Zone

WCs for Male / Female
and Wheelchair users
Café Bar

Café Bar
seating

Visitor seating
areas

Opening to
Garden
Walkway

Partially enclosed
Children’s area.
Glass safety and
viewing screen

Visitor lockers for
securing valubles.

Floor Plan
1st Floor (b)

1st Floor Plan
(b) : Details

Booking
Desk

Glass window/ views
from seating area
Seating and
planting.

Stairs to
ground
floor

Lifts to
ground
floor

Reception
and Admin
Area

Entrance to
Health
Zone

WCS and
Showers

Health
Zone
seating
area

Fitness area with
specialist gym
equipment.
Sensory
Room
Jacuzzi/
sauna area

Mental and Physical
Health private
consultation rooms.

SECTIONS

Full

Game/Team Zone/Lobby

Game/ Team Zone

Game/Team Zone

Lobby/Garden Walkway

Health Zone/ Lobby

Health Zone

Proposed Floor Construction
Method:
Concrete Spanning System:
Justification:
1. Non-combustible.
2. Cost efficient
3. Post tensioning will allow for
spans upto 18m. (Width of main
building is approx. 25m)
4. Allows for future changes to
room/ area layout (post e-sports)
5. Exposed ceiling – fits with
aesthetic.
6. Waffle effect means its lighter in
weight but resilient - ribs cast in
each lateral direction.
7. Exposed services/
Electrical/sprinklers.

Ribs re-enforce in both
directions for strength
without the mass.
Tensile reinforcement
applied to the ribs –
achieving wider spans.

Energy Re-Purpose Method 1:
Mechanical Ventilation Heat Recovery System.
Justification:
Mechanical ventilation heat recovery (MVHR)) uses a heat exchanger to recover heat from extract air, that would otherwise be rejected to the outside, and
uses this heat to pre-heat the ‘fresh’ supply air. Very efficient heat exchangers can recover as much as 98% of the ‘waste’ heat.

Heat
Exchanger

Fresh Cool Air

Stale Cool Air

Warm Fresh Air
Stale Warm Air
- Computers/ People/ Lights

Energy Capture & Re-Use
Solar

Warm Air

Heat Sink
Cools Devices
through air flow
Warm air circulated
to other areas
e.g. Lobby/ Offices
Warm Air

Taken from ‘Gamers Guide to Ergonomics’
BY MATTHEW HWU
JANUARY 10, 2017
HTTPS://WWW.1-HP.ORG/BLOG/HEALTHY-MOVEMENT/GOOD-POSTURE-BETTER-PERFORMANCEWHAT-YOU-NEED-TO-KNOW-ABOUT-GAMING-POSTURE/
ACCESSED 20/05/2021

Ergonomics

ELEVATIONS

East Elevation

North Elevation

West Elevation

South Elevation

THE END

eSports Proposal
Presentation
Megan Hughes

AUR 534- Architectural Design Technology

Structure:
• Recap of Midpoint

• Overview of Brief

• Public Area Development

• Requirements

• Private Area Development

• Site and Context Analysis

• Exterior Design Development

• eSports Experience

• Final Floorplans, Elevations
Sections
• and
Client(s)

• Construction Methodology

• Designing for Autism

• Material Indications

• eSports Area

• Cost Indications

• Public Area

• Final Visualisation

• Design Development

The Brief

We aim to provide a cultural centre for digital technology and gaming across Wales
and the North West. The private eSports facilities will become the epicentre for
esports training where amateurs can gain access to insights and strategy as well as
provide the already experienced e-athletes with this state-of-the-art training facility.

For Training… Not Tournaments…

William Aston Hall

Lecture Theatre, Wrexham

Catrin Finch Center

Wrexham Glyndŵr Student Halls

Premier Inn Wrexham

Pure Gym, Wrexham

Wrexham Football Club

Primary Data:
• ‘We experience the world through our senses’

• ‘Design for autism is primarily a sensory challenge’
• ‘People on the autism spectrum have particular sensory issues’
• ‘Don’t make me stick out like a sore thumb!’

Well-being of Future Generations Act 2015

Main public area
streaming
tournaments
and event space

PUBLIC

Toilets (male, female, disabled)

Entrance

Main public area
inc. shop, Digital
Technology
displays and
casual gaming

Single/
multiplayer
streaming pods
and counselling
space

Specialist eathlete
training facility

Specialist esports
cooldown
facilities inc.
mind gym,
innovation lab
and
decompression
area

ESPORTS

COMPARTMENTALISATION
Organise a space or building into compartments with clear functions and sensory qualities which help
define the use. Separate spaces using furniture, floor covering, floor level or lighting.

Exterior Development

Exterior development

Sketch 3

Sketch 1

Sketch 2

Sketch 4

Exterior Development

Public Center Development

Primary Data:
• ‘We experience the world through our senses’

• ‘Design for autism is primarily a sensory challenge’
• ‘People on the autism spectrum have particular sensory issues’
• ‘Don’t make me stick out like a sore thumb!’

Well-being of Future Generations Act 2015

Inspiration: Autism- Friendly

Belong by GAME, Manchester
Fontwell
2019

Autism-friendly Handbook

Public Center Development

Approved Document G:
Sanitation, Hot Water and
Water Efficiency

EAT Restaurant

Toilet Block 1 (public)

Toilet Block 2 (private), plant and store
room

Public Center Development

eSports Private Facilities

• Pre-cognitive and injury
prevention
• Performance
• Recovery

eSports Facility: Mind Gym

800

M&E CABLE SPACE
LED DIGITAL BANNER

1200

SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B

PLEASE REFER TO ‘MIND GYM DRAWING 01’

MIND GYM IPADS

eSports Facility: Mind Gym

Mind gym development

eSports Facility: Counselling Pods

The Telegraph, July 2019
Have you ever received advice or training on how to deal with external
pressures of an eSports tournament?
NO (100%)

Have you been trained to cope with physical factors of a tournament
such as lighting, crowds and climate control?
NO (100%)

“There is also a rising trend in the number of current players receiving
counselling and psychotherapy 300 of the 438 2019 total”
BBC News, October 2019
PLEASE REFER TO ‘COUNCILLING POD DRAWING 02’

Have you ever been scrutinized or trolled at an esports tournament and
did that throw you off your game?
YES (89%)

eSports Facility: Counselling Pods

eSports Facility: Simulation Room
SIMULATION ROOM 1

PLAYER’S TVS

COMMENTATOR
ROOM 1

SIMULATION ROOM 2

ONE-WAY GLASS

WALKWAY (ONEWAY SYSTEM)
COMMENTATOR ROOM 2

PLEASE REFER TO ‘ESPORTS TRAINING FACILITY DRAWING 03’

eSports Facility: Simulation Room
Training rooms should mimic main stage competition settings, such as custom LED lighting, advanced sound engineering, and
precision climate control.

eSports
Facility:
Simulation
Room

eSports Facility: Replay Room

PLEASE REFER TO ‘ESPORTS TRAINING FACILITY DRAWING 04’

eSports Facility: Innovation Lab

CIRCULATION
SPACE

Global Gaming Jam Results:
•
•
•
•

CIRCULAR COMMUNAL WORKSPACE
INDIVIDUAL WORKSPACE

•

INDIVIDUAL INTERACTIVE SCREENS
PLEASE REFER TO ‘ESPORTS TRAINING FACILITY DRAWING 05’

Prefer to bring their own
PCs
Secondary: PCs provided
WIFI must be exceptional
Broadband speed must be
super fast
Mix of linear tables and
communal circle tables

eSports Facility: Innovation Lab

Lloyds Insurance Firm Innovation Lab, London
Thirdway Architects, 2018

PLEASE REFER TO ‘ESPORTS TRAINING FACILITY DRAWING 05’

Innovation Lab Development

PLEASE REFER TO ‘ESPORTS TRAINING FACILITY DRAWING 05’

eSports Facility: Innovation
Lab

eSports Facility: Decompression Porch

Individual Pod

eSports Facility: Decompression Porch

Final Site Plan

Final Floorplans

Final floorplans

Final Floorplans

Final Floorplans

Final Floorplans

Final Elevations

Final Sections

Building Method: MMC Volumetric Construction
•Acoustic lined panels to absorb internal and external noise.
•Enclosed acoustic ceiling with LED panel.
•Passive infra-red sensor.
•Left-handed, 10mm toughened glass sliding door.
•1200mm t-bar handle on the door for added stability.
•Ideal Modular Homes- Speke

Building Method: MMC Volumetric Construction

Controller Constructio

Construction Methodology

Construction methodology

Path of Force

Building Method: MMC Panelised System (SIPS)

OSB: Oriented Strand Board is a versatile and
durable building board. It's construction is similar to
that of Plywood, with opposing-orientation of wood
fibres that creates rigidity and strength.

Kingspan TEK Building System

Sustainability: Interior + Exterior
The best insulating materials have a U-value of close to
zero – the lower the better.
Building regulations currently stipulate that for a new
building, the elements must have maximum U-values as
follows:
Wall – 0.3 W/m2k.
Roof – 0.15 W/m2k.
Windows – 1.6 W/m2k.

Sustainability: Interior + Exterior

HEAT

M&E services used in the building

Sustainability: Interior + Exterior

Heat harnessing device

Quantum dot device

Consumer unit to feed
new electricity to
building

The MIT research team's paper, “Quantum-coupled single-electron thermal to electric conversion
scheme” appears in the Journal of Applied Physics.

MH Architectural

1
2

3

5

4

6

Key:
1- Sustainable cladding (Passivhaus Standard) 4- Solar/PV panels
2- Solar Shading
5- Pervious Paving
3- Green Roof/ Living Wall
6- Filter Strip

The Proposal: Sustainability

Cost Indications
Steel frame: ~£50/m²
1,001m² x £50/m²
= £50,050
+specialists ~£50,000
3D Printing (Controller + Nintendo
switch columns)
~£30,000
Offsite pods (inc. bespoke)~ £250,000
Total: 1 million

~1,001m²

Simulation Room: £50,000

Innovation Lab: £40,000

MH Architectural

The vision for the project is to provide vibrant regeneration to the
area, creating a hub to support investment in business; support
academic, housing and sporting infrastructure; and creating a
valuable public space linking to Wrexham town centre.

One of the key aims outlined within the vision
is to regenerate the Kop end of the Racecourse
Stadium, with the goal of providing a new
stand to take capacity to more than 15,000
seats, and help realise the stadium’s potential
as first-class destination at both regional and
national level, and as a year-round, multifunctional stadium that is capable of hosting
international standard sport.

Key elements of the project include the development of a large
public transport interchange at Wrexham General Railway
Station; the redevelopment of the Kop end of the Racecourse
Stadium and the wider development of the Racecourse; the
creation of a major, regionally important conference venue, and
much more.

Wrexham Gateway

Final Visualsations

View from Mold Road

Isometric view for Massing Purposes

Final Thoughts
Thoroughly enjoyed this project
Connections with Europe
Expand knowledge of emerging industry
Software awareness
Should’ve stuck to one software

MH Architectural
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ACOUSTICS
Control acoustics to minimise background noise, echo and reverberation to suit the individual and level of focus required. Use
sound to aid transition.

The Productivity Boosting
Nap Pod - Hammacher
Schlemmer

Framery Q NapQ Acoustic Booth
- Hunt Office UK

ESPORTS CENTRE WALES

BEDWYR DAVIES
bodavies90@gmail.com
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26 m²

Foyer

17 m²

MH2
Main Hall - 2
128 m²

70 m²

1
2
3
4

1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12

External Lighting:
This includes lighting in porches, but not in garages or carports. The
recommendation is that all external lighting should automatically extinguish
when there is enough daylight (or when they are not needed at night) and have
sockets that can only be used with lamps having a luminous efficiency greater
than 40 lumens per circuit-watt.

Number of light Fittings
Required

STUDWORK (METAL)
Construct 70mm Gypframe 'C' studs with floor & ceiling channels at 600mm
crs. Framework to be fixed strictly to manufacturer's recommendations.
Insert 25mm Isowool between studs and plate both sides of famework with
12.5mm Wall board and skim both sides - (42 RW db) to give 1/2 hour fire
protection.

SERVICE PENETRATIONS etc: (NEW PARTY WALLS/FLOORS)
Services penetrating floors/walls between habitable rooms to be encased in an
enclosure of 2 layers of 12.5mm fireline board, having a mass of not less than
15mm /m2, and to be wrapped in 25mm unfaced mineral wool within depth of
opening to meet the requirements of Approved Doc. B & E. Opening through
floor to be sealed with intumescent collars and paste.

STEEL CONCRETE COMPOSITE FLOORS
Insert steel decking; profile cut to fit area to be positioned. provide
mesh/reinforcement over decking with min 80mm thick insitu-concrete at the
shallowest point of the deck and 130mm min to the deepest point of the rib
all to S.E. details. Over lay slab with 1:3 sand cement 50mm screed.
install suspended (British Gypsum) MF ceiling below the decking with 80mm
isowool & plated with one layer of 12.5mm plasterboard.

Internal Lighting:
Section 1.54 of the Approved Document to L1 requires that reasonable
provision be made for the insulation of energy efficient lighting, preferably in
those areas where the lighting is expected to have most use. To achieve this it
recommends the installation of at least the following number of light fittings,
which will only take lamps having a luminous efficiency greater than 40 lumens
per circuit watt.

Additional liningsUse short lengths of gyproc fixing straps and located them behind board
joints at right angles to the (gl1) steel channels. install outer layer boards the
same as the first but stagger the board joint. Ensure a min. 10mm
penetration into steel framing for screw fixing the board

8 m²

STOREAGE

W2B

13 m²

See structural engineer's calcs and drawings for details.

Rooms
Created

UP

112 m²

W1
ATRIUM

UP

UP

69 m²

Internal lining continues allong
transition into brick effect
cladding by Talor Maxwell,
Corrium.

ACCESS (PART M - DISABLED)
To front entrance provide a disabled door threshold within external door frame
to allow a level access with a gradient no steeper than 1 in 20, also form ramp
up within external surface finish such as paving flags, concrete or tarmac etc.
ensure that surface is firm & even. The site is to be excavted and battered
back where necessary to form level access to comply with AD Part M1.
Stepped approach to be in accordance with the approved document. Steps not
to exceed a gradient of 1:15 and have a minimum going of 280mm and rise
between 75mm - 150mm. Low level threshold to be provided to the main
entrance of the dwelling. All electrical switches, outlets and controls are now
subject to the relevant heights in accordance with AD Part M. At a minimum
height of 450mm and a max. of 1200mm from finished floor level. All new
internal doors to be 1981 x 838mm with a 910mm structural opening. All door
handles to be fitted at a height to suit a wheelchair user. A WC should be
provided in the entrance storey to the dwelling where the door to the WC
opens outwards and has a clear opening width of 750mm. In accordance with
section 10 the WC compartment should provide a clear space of 1000mm x
750mm for wheelchair users to access the WC as in diagrams 31 & 32 and the
washbasin should be positioned so that it does not impede access.
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SMOKE/HEAT DETECTORS (BUILDINGS OTHER THAN DWELLINGS)
Install smoke/heat detectors to comply with Minimum Grade C, Category LD1
fire alarm system in accordance with BS 5839 Part 6:2004. All self-contained
smoke/heat alarms are to be interlinked and mains operated which conform to
Minimum Grade C, Category LD1 fire alarm system in accordance with BS
5839 Part 6:2004. Smoke/heat detectors to be mains operated with a
secondary power supply such as batteries.

UP

W2
MEMBERS LOUNGE

Potential for future adaptments to main hall
following popularity in use incclude installation of
a hydraulic lowered arena floor system allowing
temporary pitted, stadia style seating,

UP

W2A
UNI WC

187 m²

MH3
Main Hall - 3

INTERNAL STRUCTURAL STEELWORK (FIRE PROTECTION)
All structural steelwork is to be clad with fireline board to achieve one hour
fire protection.
Encasement size to be determined using the following calculation: (three sided protection) overall steel section depth (assumed) 200mm +
25mm + 12.5mm (thickness of one lining board) = 237.5
Fire resistance required = 60mins therfore see table 3 (taken from the british
gypsum) = c = 2 layers of 12.5mm fireline board and skim and fixed strictly to
British Gypsum's instructions.
Fix using Gyproc steel angles & channels framework with Gyproc clips fix
boards with Gyproc drywall screws @ 300mm crs.

106 m²

G2
ARCADE / CONSOLE
LOUNGE

41 m²

2no. Folding
partitioning
system to close
off main hall when
not in use for
larger events.

MH1
Main Hall - 1

41 m²

CR1
CORRIDOR

CR2
CORRIDOR

Retro arcade games and
lounge sofa sets for local
multiplier console challenges
and events/

11 m²

L3
F WC

67 m²

G1
DESKTOP GAMING
ROOM

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

All electrical work to comply with latest edit. I.E.E. Regulations.
All fittings to comply with british standards and electrical code of practice.

Works:
Ensure that existing circuits have the necessary protective measusures and the
relivant earthing and bonding systems to meet current requirements.

Competent person - a member of a competent person self-certification scheme.

Building control requires evidence that all electrical work has been carried out
by a competent person & the provision, to the building control body, of a BS
7671 'Requirements for electrical installations' Certificate for the installation.

ELECTRICAL SAFETY (PART P):
(NEW)

ELECTRIC WORKS

General Notes:-

1

44 m²

F2a
Franchise 2
(back of house)

Reception desk

F2
Franchise 2
(front of house)

44 m²

19 m²

F1a
FRANCHISE 1
(back of house)

L2
L
M WC
LOCKER ROOM 9 m²

ADT3.P3.F-PX01-Ground Floor Plan

Exo-skeletal circular section
steel frame supporting
cantileavering beams above.

Steel framed structure clad
externaly with corrugated steel
panels.

Aluminuim trim to
enclose wall end.

Internal wall lining as BG
Metal Frame 200 lined
with 2 x 30mm

2no. bare unit for franchise. Potential
for branded coffee shop and chain
bakery franchising for example.

Custom made triangular entrance door
reccessed into roof / wall junction.

Floor to ceiling frameless glass
opening with provision for shopfront
signge above.

F1
FRANCHISE 1
(front of house)

Storage / Service area for proposed
retal units.

Safe storage area and sanitary
conviniences incoporating Approved
Document M faciliies to both gender
sets of ameneties.

Public Desktop Gaming room offering
high end hardware for intense gaming
experiences.

Teem practice rooms with
removable metal frame
UW25
partitions to allow for additional
TEAM ROOM
training space upon request.
28 m²

10 m²

Floor to ceiling glazing system
blinded by deep profiled X
stylesexternal sunscreen
UW26
cladding to minimise
glare.STUDY
ANALYTICAL

13 m²

1 : 100

ADT3.P3.F-PX02-First Floor Plan

SOAKAWAY:
Soakaway to be 5m from building and 3m from boundary.
soakaway to be 1m filled with clean stone topped with polythene and turfed
over to match existing.

RAINWATER DRAINAGE
All roofs will be drained to a soakaway. Soakaway to be 1cum backfill with pea
gravel. 100∅ s.w drain at 1 in 100 falls to enter soakaway at mid point and to
be located at least 5m from all buildings/roads or unstable ground. All roof
gutters will be 100 dia and all down pipes will be 68mm dia. See drawings for
location of down pipes and soakaway details. Where necessary a percolation
test is to be carried out in accordance with 1.31 to 1.38 of the approved
document H2. Rainwater collection and disposal will be installed in
accordance with BS6367 1983. In ground drains will be run in 100mm dia
vitrified clay ware at a gradient of 1 in 100 if separate & 1 in 80 if combined.

FOUL DRAINAGE BELOW GROUND
Foul drainage generally will be 100mm diameter and will be laid at a gradient of
1in 80 combined & 1 in 40 separate. All drains will be vitrified clay to BS85 or
UPVC to BS and will be laid in a class B bedding. Manholes/ inspection
chambers less than 1.2M deep will generally be sited in the soft and will be
450mm x 450mm. These will be positioned at a change in direction, at a
junction or at a change in gradient. Chambers deeper than 1.5M will be 675 x
750 mm. All will be spaced at max 45M. manhole covers and inspection lids to
shallow drains and on private drives to be screwed down. All manholes to be
built off 200mm concrete base & covers to be light duty unless on a driveway.
See drawings for details and layouts. Connections to main sewers will be to the
Borough Engineers requirements. All drainage levels and inverts to be
ascertained on site and agreed with building inspector prior to work
commencing on site. All pipework to be hepworth supersleeve 100mm with
flexible joints to fall of 1 in 40. Surround in concrete and provide relieving lintels
where pipework passes through walls. Connect into existing drain using
appropriate fittings. Provide roddable gully to access sink waste and rain water
pipe. Where the trench is within 1 metre of the building the trench is to be filled
with concrete up to the lowest level of the building. Any land drains encounted
during works are to be diverted or reinstated as necessary. All work to the
approval of the local authority approval. Provide Spandlite lintels or equivalent
where drainage passes through external/load bearing walls.

General Notes:-

1

Roof support arches to
structural engineers
specification.

UWL1
UNI.WC

4 m²

27 m²

26 m²

27 m²

UW22
TEAM ROOM

66 m²

UW12
COMPUTER
CLASSROOM

28 m²

UW21
TEAM ROOM

LIFT INSTALLATION
Otis (Gen 2 Class) Traction control lift system to be installed as follows:1820 x 1750mm internal hoistway/shaft width.
1100 x 1400mm internal car size.
630kg - 8 person lift.
speed - 1.00m/s
single 900mm wide centre opening doors.
Pit to be 1200mm deep from floor level to top of slab, 200mm reinforced
concrete slab is to be designed by Otis.
Ensure a minimum height of 3450mm from first floor level to accomodate lift
machinery.
Finish internally to lift to be select car CS.
Ensure ventilation to roof of hoistway/shaft.
Lift shaft to be constructed inner leaf of 140mm 7N/mm dense concrete block
internal leaf, 100mm cavity and a 102mm facing brickwork outer leaf - (see
external wall note)
Also ensure a 600 x 600mm concrete padstone to top of hoistway for lifting
beam.

PERCOLATION TEST METHOD:
A hole 300mm² should be excavated to a depth 300mm below the proposed
invert level of the effluent distribution pipe. Where deep excavations are
necessary a modified test procedure may be adopted. All tests should not be
carried out during heavy rain/abnormal weather conditions.
The hole should then be filled to a depth of at least 300mm with water and
allowed to seep away overnight. The next day the hole should be refilled with
water to a depth of at least 300mm and be timed in seconds for the water to
drain away; from 75% full to 25% full level (i.e. a depth of 150mm). Divide this
time by 150mm. The answer gives the average time in seconds (Vρ) required
for the water to drop 1mm.
The test should be carried out 3 times with at least 2 different trial holes. The
average figure from the test should be used.
If the percolation value exceeds 100sec/mm, then the ground conditions may
be unsuitable for discharge from a soakway/septic tank.
The area of the proposed land drain can be calculated from:
A = P x Vρ x 0.25
Where
P = max number of persons serving the tank
Vρ = The average percolation value as described above.

UW23
TEAM ROOM

UW24
TEAM ROOM

7 m²

UWL2
LOCKER ROOM

64 m²

7 m²

UW14
ADMIN OFFICE

SEMINAR ROOM

UW13

UW15
F WC

12 m²

UW16
M WC
DOW
N

DN

DOW
N

DOW
N

Members-only 24 hour gaming
lounge with top of he range
hardware with bar and snack
kitchen meals available
downstairs throughout the day.

Server tower units incorpoated
into wall.

See structural engineer's calcs and drawings for details.

Additional liningsUse short lengths of gyproc fixing straps and located them behind board
joints at right angles to the (gl1) steel channels. install outer layer boards the
same as the first but stagger the board joint. Ensure a min. 10mm
penetration into steel framing for screw fixing the board

INTERNAL STRUCTURAL STEELWORK (FIRE PROTECTION)
All structural steelwork is to be clad with fireline board to achieve one hour
fire protection.
Encasement size to be determined using the following calculation: (three sided protection) overall steel section depth (assumed) 200mm +
25mm + 12.5mm (thickness of one lining board) = 237.5
Fire resistance required = 60mins therfore see table 3 (taken from the british
gypsum) = c = 2 layers of 12.5mm fireline board and skim and fixed strictly to
British Gypsum's instructions.
Fix using Gyproc steel angles & channels framework with Gyproc clips fix
boards with Gyproc drywall screws @ 300mm crs.

- 1200g polytheline/ polythene membrane or other suitable material linked to
a cavity tray in the cavity wall. all joints in the membrane and the dpc to be
sealed. the slab will have to sit on the inner leaf of the cavity wall with some
nominal reinforcement.

- Under floor ventilation is required for beam & block type floors

- A sump will have to be constructed/installed with pipework taken to the
external air where it terminates as a capped "stub stack".

FULL RADON PROTECTION : - (UNLESS PROVEN OTHERWISE)

RADON PROTECTION- UNLESS PROVEN OTHERWISE (FULL)
Install new pre-manufactured standard radon sumps from 'Visqueen' or
equivalent under slab.
Sumps to be backfilled with coarse gravel around sump.
Install new 110mm dia. pvc vertical pipe from new radon sump with rest
bend, thru slab to discharge thru wall.
All joints in the floor slabs and around pipes are to be sealed.
Install new radon cavity tray tucked under dpm and dpc around perimeter of
the building. All load bearing walls to br honeycomb to allow free movement
of the gases to the sumps. Each sump allows for approx. 250m² (floor area)
of venting.

110 m²

UW20
Members Room

98 m²

UW11
LOBBY

DOW
N
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Internal wall structure as Gyproc MF
metal stud 150mm w/ 150 rockwool
insulation between battens. Lined with
2 layers 30mm British Gypsum
General wallboard Inc. selected finish.

Steel frame with Metsec
Ezirail fixing selected
rainscreen cladding system

Suspended Ceiling

Structural Steel

ADT3.P3.F-PX07Architectural Section

GROUND FLOOR

4364

FIRST FLOOR

REGULATORY REFORM (FIRE SAFETY) ORDER 2006
Under this Act it is the duty of the responsible person (The Owner) to ensure
that an assessment of the risk of, and from, fire is undertaken for the place
and activity. Identified fire risk hazards will then be removed or reduced so
far as is possible.
All precautions provided will be subject to maintenance & be
installed/maintained by a 'competent person.'
A competent person is deemed to be competent where they have sufficient
training/experience or knowledge and qualities to enable them in undertaking
the prventative and protective measures.

AIR TIGHTNESS TESTING
The Contractor is to instruct an approved person under the BSRIA to
undertake an air leakage test prior to completion of the dwelling & the results
are to be issued to Building Control no later than 7 days after the test was
carried out. In order to achieve a satisfactory result, the Pressurisation test
q50 design value = 8.00.

ACCESS (PART M - DISABLED) NON-DOMESTIC & RAMPS
The front entrance door provide a minimum effective clear width of 775mm.
The disabled access to provide ramped level access complying with latest
Approved Document Part M - M1 & M2 & The Disablity Dicrimmination Act.
The ramped access will comply:
- with the gradient of the ramp being no greater than 1:15 with a going of
5metres and rise no greater than 333mm;
- the approach to the ramp is clearly sign-posted;
- the surface width between walls, upstands or kerbs of at least 1.5metres;
- the ramp surface is slip resistant & visually apparent;
- there are clear unobstructed landings to top & bottom of the ramp of
1.2metres long
- there is a handrail on both sides
- there is a kerb on the open side of the ramp of at least 100mm high.

General Notes:PARTY WALL ETC. ACT 1996 - DUTY OF THE CLIENT UNDER THE ACT
Under the above Act the Client should appoint a Party Wall Surveyor to
serve a formal notice to all relevant owners tenants etc. to any adjoining land
property etc. that may be affected by the proposed works. The notice should
then be followed up with a Party Wall Agreement as outlined within the Act.
Non-compliance could result in the adjoining owner obtaining an injunction to
stop the work. The notice should include the Client's name and address; the
nature and particulars of the proposed work (including plans, protective
measures, times of work and means of access etc.); a clear statement that
the notice issued is a notice under the provisions of the Act and the date at
which you wish to start work on site.
Written and signed acceptance is required from the adjoining owner/s; and if
no formal acceptance is recieved from them within 14 days a dispute is
deemed to exist.
All notices require to be served at least one month before the proposed
works start and are only valid for one year.
For full details or questions contact the Department of the Environment.
VENTILATION: NON DOMESTIC
All windows to be fitted with trickle ventilators to provide background
ventilation with min. opening area of 8000mm sq. or 1/20th of floor area.
wet rooms, & kitchen to have a min. of 4000mm sq. background ventilation.
All shower/wc's, to be fitted with wall or ceiling mounted extractor fans to be
operated intermittently with a 5 minute overrun.
Fans to be connected to 110mm upvc ducting terminating thru wall or flexi
ducting if discharging thru roof, minimum extraction rate to be
calculated/specified by manufacture/services engineer.
Kitchen to be fitted with a wall mounted extractor fan & to be operated
intermittently with a 5 minute overrun.
Fans to be connected to 150mm upvc ducting at ceiling level terminating thru
wall, minimum extraction rate 60 litres/second (unless services engineer
specifys otherwise).
Also provide a 10mm gap under door for inlet of air.
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Level

0

2500

0

2110

Family

1

15

1

3

2

1

14

8

2

7

7

Furniture Schedule

8
3
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2
6
2
2
2
25
24
1
1
1
3
2
3
3
1
12
8
23
2
108
2
12
12
7
1
1
1
3

Count

NBS_StyleMoveablePartitionSpecialists_SldStckngPnlPrttns_DormaVariflex 2
MoveableWall_PLA.rfa(2019)
opening
5

Front Door

Doors_Sgl_Glass_No_Frame_2

Doors_IntSgl_1

Doors_IntSgl_1

Doors_IntSgl

Doors_IntAys_1

Doors_Concept_IntSgl

Doors_Concept_IntSgl

Doors_Concept_IntDbl

Doors_Concept_IntDbl

Doors_Concept_ExtDbl

Family and Type

3000

1010

2000

2536

2110

910

2110

910

2110

1010

910

2110

2110

1810

2110

1510

1810

2110

2110

1810

Width

2110

Height

Chair (2): Arena Seating
Chair - Desk (4): Chair-Task Arms
Chair - Desk (5): Chair-Task
Dat-O_Operator_Chair_by_TC_design_17250: Dat-O_Operator_Chair_by_TC_design_17250
Frank_Gehry_wiggle_chair_6005: Cardboard wiggle chair
Furniture_Bench_Locker_Room: 1220x457x356mm
Furniture_Chair_Desk_w-Armrest_1: 635x685x435mm
Furniture_Chair_Tablet_Arm: 457x508x457mm
Furniture_Desk: 1525x762x762mm
Furniture_Desk_L-Shape: 2000x2000x725mm
Furniture_Desk_Reception: 3800x1950x720mm
Furniture_Filing_Cabinetx5: 1067x457x1525mm
Furniture_Lectern: 810x610x1060mm
Furniture_Lockerx2-Row: 300x450x2000mm
Furniture_Lockerx3-Row: 400x450x2000mm
Furniture_Table_Conference_w-Chairs: 3050x1200x760mm
Furniture_Table_Rectangular: 1800x750x760mm
Furniture_TV_Plasma: 42"
Furniture_TV_Plasma: 50"
Furniture_TV_Plasma: 4000x3000
Game Station: Game Station
iMac_20quot_Intel_Computer_4508: iMac_20quot_Intel_Computer_4508
Lockers x 2: Lockers x 2
Lockers x 3: Lockers x 3
Modern_Sofa_16696: Modern_Sofa_16696
Pac_Man_Machine_19023: Pac_Man_Machine_19023
Plumbing_Fixtures_Basins_w-Vanity_Unit: 420x350x210mm_Sgl_Basin
Pool_Table_14499: Pool_Table_14499
Sliding_White_Board_2400w_x_500d_2400h_-_Revit_2010_10665:
Sliding_White_Board_2400w_x_500d_2400h_-_Revit_2010_10665
Stool - Bar: Bar Stool
TV_Stand_17254: TV_Stand_17254
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Esports Centers

Proposed re-development of Plas Coch sports centre, Glyndwr university, Wrexham.
•

Martin Pritchard

Client Information/Brief

WGU have granted ‘MJC Services’ consortium permission to develop the Sports Hall on the
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eSports Centers
Project
Tom Miller

Introduction
• Permission has been granted by WGU (Wrexham Glyndwr University) to develop the existing
Sports Centre on the university campus into an eSports (Electronic Sports) Centre.

What is eSports?
• eSports is defined as ‘playing video games competitively’ (Priyanshu, 2017)
• ‘eSports describes the world of competitive, organized video gaming. Competitors from
different leagues or teams face off in the same games that are popular with at-home
gamers’ (Willingham, 2018)
• ‘You could be at a tournament for 8 to 10 hours, but you have the ability to walk out and
socialize with your friends and participate in games. There is the ability for you to be
able to migrate from place to place, and, ultimately, that’s the driving factor behind this
project’ (Dachman, 2021)

Wrexham Glyndwr University Sports Centre

Existing Photos

Site Location

Site Access
• There are two main points that the
Centre can be accessed from, the
roundabout on Plas Coch Road and also
the T-junction on Crispin Lane.
• There are already a large number of
existing car parking spaces and disabled
parking spaces, this will be sufficient to
serve the Centre
• The area around the Centre is step free
and has level access

Transport to Site
Below indicates the position of the bus
stop that is located on Mold Road, this is
less than a two-minute walk from the
Centre.

Wrexham General train station is just a five-minute
walk from the Glyndwr Campus, meaning that
individuals who live further away, for example,
Chester, can easily travel to and from the Centre.

Sun Study
• In order to decide the
orientation and position of the
different spaces within the
Centre, a sun study of the
building has been undertaken.
• Whilst all social areas of the
building will receive lots of
daylight, the main arena will be
closed off from external light
and will not receive any solar
heat gain
• This will result in reduced glare
on gaming computers and other
screens/ monitors within the
arena

Proposed Floor Plans

Ground Floor Plan

Ground Floor – Spectator Area

Ground Floor – Competitor Area

Ground Floor – Arena

First Floor Plan

First Floor – Spectator Area

First Floor – Competitor Area

First Floor – Arena

Proposed Elevations

Front Elevation

Side Elevation

Side Elevation

Rear Elevation

Proposed Sections & Details

Section A - A

Section B - B

Soundproof Wall Detail

Competitor Tunnel Detail

Proposed Site Plan

Material Finishes

SVK Fibre Cement Cladding

Solar Control Glazing

Material Finishes

Vinyl Flooring

Pre-cast Concrete Stairs

Material Finishes

Arena Screen

Retractable Seating
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This session will reflect on the experience of Architectural Design Technology students
at Wrexham Glyndŵr University who, as part of the Erasmus+ project this MOOC is a
result of, have engaged in researching and designing esports centres.
Since 2018, there have been two groups of students working on a variation of the project, each individual student designing an esports centre, with a third group currently
developing a final variation.
The first group developed a brand new esports centre, based in Wrexham, North Wales
on a corner site off the major road in to the town centre. This site is the southern tip
of the block the University Campus sits on, next to the Football stadium it shares the
block with. You can see the corner site (including a redundant car showroom) in the
foreground of the photo on the course sheet, and the site the students used outlined
in red on the plan.
PROPOSED SITE FOR A NEW-BUILD ESPORTS CENTRE

With the site being on the main road into the town centre, right next to a mainland
train station (bottom left of the photo), this project was an opportunity to develop an
esports centre that was also a landmark building.
From my perspective, a site perfect for a study of esports centres and how to make
them inclusive spaces to prominently promote gaming and esports to a wider public.
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SETTING UP THE DESIGN BRIEF FOR THE PROJECT
All architectural design projects need a clear brief to establish what is required of the
design by the client. For this project the students had more than 25 clients, me, as
their tutor, and the academics and students participating in the Erasmus+ project from
France, Spain and Finland.
2019 STUDENTS AND WORK FROM 2018 CAEN EVENT DISCUSSION NOTES

To aid the students, the esports project was adopted as a graded assignment task for
their major second year project (the course runs for 3 years). This allowed for the creation of a 3 part brief:
•

Adapting the original 2nd year assignment, to design a Community Building, by
assigning the function of that building to esports as informed by the Erasmus+
project.

•

A focus of all Architectural Design Technology projects is to ensure buildings
are inclusive with regards to access and usability, as well as being designed and
operated with regard to considerations of climate change and climate resilience.
This remained a part of the esports project, particularly as inclusion is a key factor of the Erasmus+ project.

•

Finally, as this would be one of the first purpose built esports centre in Wales
(and until 2000, the United Kingdom), this needed to be an event building, in the
sense it celebrated in its form an ‘esports aesthetic’ (how we assess its beauty),
as well as being a landmark building, as described earlier, because of its prominent position in the town.
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DO YOU REMEMBER THE DUCK/RABBIT
OF THE INCLUSION COURSE SHEET?
You may recall, when we were talking about inclusion last week, I had you closing
your eyes and imagining trees… as well as trying to decide if a drawing was of a duck
or a rabbit, or simultaneously both.
One of our conclusions for that discussion was how open to interpretation language
is, within a common framework (we all know what a tree is), how it is therefore subjective, relying on our understanding and experience. You will not be surprised to
realise this extends to architectural design and the aesthetic of the buildings resulting from the process. If aesthetic is about perceptions of beauty, then it too is open
to individual perception.

WHAT COUNTS IN AN EVENT/LANDMARK BUILDING?
WHAT IS AN ‘ESPORTS AESTHETIC’?
What does this mean for our esports centre in Wrexham? It means no project is ever
going to come up with the perfect aesthetic design for an esports centre, and arguably, even when we are examining the spatial specifications of the gaming space
itself, there will always be variation between the requirements of one esports athlete,
for example, and another.
Take the proposal for the Fusion Arena, a purpose built esports arena which, once restrictions around COVID-19 are lifted and building work can resume, should be the largest centre in the Western hemisphere. Designed by Populous for construction in Philadelphia in the United States, it has been conceived by the designers based on their
extensive work with traditional sports venues, including Yankee Stadium in the Bronx,
New York for the baseball team of the same name. This is a significant development as
it recognises the design of an esports centre as a direct relation to the design of any
other sporting venue, validating architecturally the recognition of esports as a sport.
The visualisations on the course sheet are taken from an article about the project in
2019.
2019 VISUALISATION FOR THE FUSION ARENA, FROM ARCHDAILY
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The design is clearly new in form, and can be seen to draw some influence from both
consul design and games. However, remember the duck/rabbit, these are just my
words and opinions on the ‘esports aesthetic’ of this particular building. And, while I
have an academic and a professional background in architectural design, perhaps the
better question for you is, do you like it?
Before we move on to the somewhat safer, objective ground of what an esports
centre should contain, and how student designs addressed this, let me tell you about
a peculiarly British notion, the ‘Marmite Effect.’ Marmite is a food spread created as a
by-product of beer brewing. It has a very particular taste which tends to divide people
who love it and people who hate it, there is rarely anyone who just ‘likes it.’
This is often a term we use in the UK when discussing controversial subjects of taste,
including buildings, often those falling under the label of event/landmark buildings.
Some of our Erasmus+ partners should perhaps breathe a sigh of relief they were
unable to come to Wrexham in 2020 as my colleague once explained the ‘Marmite
Effect’ to two Catalonian students by feeding them Marmite on crackers…

Consider the image on the course sheet next to the poor Catalonian students (they
also hated the Marmite). This is a proposal for the Atari Hotel in Las Vegas, United
States. Released in 2020, this is a design inspired by the gaming and consul company,
Atari, and loosely based on their logo. The designers, Gensler, state: “We assembled a
multi-disciplinary design team with experts from hospitality to branding, sports, and
digital experience design to develop a dynamic brand that is unmatched in the hospitality industry.” (Leasca, October 2020)
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It will certainly be an event/landmark building, and being so closely linked to a logo, it
will also spark some strong opinions, making it a clear candidate for consideration as
a ‘Marmite Building.’ Is this a drawback to esports centres if they are seen as extravagant, almost alien structures? If I can offer a professional opinion, then I would say no.
While not all esports centres should strive to be like the proposed Fusion Arena and
Atari Hotel, in the promotion of esports, such buildings arguably do no harm in drawing
people to them.

THE 2019 ESPORTS CENTRE PROJECTS
The first group of students set out to design an esports centre as a self-contained
new-build, seeking to create on the site a facility meeting all the expectations of the
brief, including those arising from engagement with the feedback from the Erasmus+
events in Caen, France and Kajaani, Finland. A summary slide of the some of the data
they used is shown on the course sheet:
SLIDE FROM A 2020 LECTURE
LAUNCHING THE SECOND VERSION OF THE PROJECT1

1. Abbreviations in the slide: WGU = Wrexham Glyndŵr University, CPD = Continuing Professional Development, CAD = Computer Aided Design, M&E = Mechanical & Electrical, SWOT = Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities & Threats, PEST = Political, Environmental, Scientific & Technological.
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The buildings designed by the students varied in scale and functions, often attempting
to fit every conceivable operation and facility into the same site. Common issues were:
•

A conflict in the design between figuring out what the building was, a community centre functioning as a esports venue, or an esports centre with community
centre elements. Few managed to create the goal, an esports centre with a public-facing aspect to encourage people new to gaming, and amateurs, alongside
the facilities needed to host esports competition, training and analytics.

•

Many landed somewhere between a physical sports space, a venue for role
playing activities, and an arcade without quite defining a clear identity.

•

Many designed buildings focused almost solely on the arena aspect (as you can
see from the plan proposal on the course sheet), at the expense of some of the
aspects of engagement set out in the brief.

2019 STUDENT PROPOSAL FOR AN ESPORTS CENTRE, WREXHAM
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The first set of designs from 2019 gave rise to a useful discussion relating to the form
and the function of an esports centre, and this first group undertook a reflective feedback process at the conclusion of their academic year.
This feedback was analysed and presented to the second group of students and further discussed at the next Erasmus+ event in Murcia, Spain at the end of 2019. This
shifted the parameters of the design brief for the next set of esports centre designs
in Wrexham.

THE 2020 ESPORTS CENTRE PROJECTS
Using the same data, as well as the extensive feedback from the 2019 students, the
2020 students approached the project, still to be designed at the same site in Wrexham, with an amended aspect to the brief detailed earlier, following their visit to Spain
(the group is pictured on the course sheet with the Erasmus+ delegation in Cartagena,
Spain).
THE ERASMUS+ PROJECT GROUP, CARTAGENA, SPAIN IN OCTOBER 2019

At the event in Spain, I presented an option to the students and our Erasmus+ partners
relating to how we could get a different set of feedback and analysis by amending the
brief to create, again, a new-build esports centre but in this instance, integrated into
the University campus it shares a block with. This is perhaps best summarised in the
slide from the event on the course sheet.
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SLIDE FROM THE 2019 PRESENTATION DELIVERED IN MURCIA, SPAIN

The 2020 students were to take into consideration:
•

The functioning spaces available on campus, including several large lecturing
and theatre spaces, one in particular is used as one of the town’s main music and
performance spaces;

•

The extensive sports and sports science facilities;

•

The Computing and Creative Technologies facilities, including an award winning
gaming development department.

This amendment to the brief allowed the 2020 students to integrate their designs with
local facilities, and arguably created a set of esports centres that functioned better
and become an enhancement of those existing facilities. It made the esports centres
part of a community of buildings and functions and therefore allowed for a greater
level of openness and engagement with encouraging participation from people new
to gaming, and amateurs.
As the next image on the course sheet from one of the design projects shows, equal
thought was given to the design of the public spaces as was provided for the professional, and where necessary private spaces dedicated to esports.
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2020 STUDENT PROPOSAL

While in Murcia, students also engaged in a practical exercise of using tape to try and
set out various gaming spaces where spatial consideration was given to the esports
athlete, their equipment and support team, as well as spectators.
THE ERASMUS+ PROJECT GROUP, CARTAGENA, SPAIN IN OCTOBER 2019

From these exercises, and further research including the ergonomics of the furniture
and equipment often used in such settings, students were able to produce designs reflective of the specific needs of gamers and esports athletes. This then allowed them
to examine further considerations around ensuring these spaces were also accessible
and functional for people with specialised needs, for example for those living with
autism as evidenced in the next image on the course sheet.
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2020 STUDENT PROPOSAL

THE 2021 ESPORTS CENTRE PROJECT
The 2020 students have recently engaged in the same feedback process as their 2019
counterparts, and the new students will be picking up the next version of the project from them. To add to the development of the project, the 2021 students will
be using an existing building on the campus, a large functioning sports centre as the
site for their project. Like their predecessors they will be designing an esports centre
for people new to gaming, and amateurs as well as for esports athletes. And like the
2020 students, they will integrate this with the facilities available to them. Their added
considerations will be:
•

Whether it is possible to successfully adapt an existing building into a functioning esports centre;

•

What requirements will there be to expand the existing building upwards or out
from its current form to accommodate this;

•

How the design can maximise the benefits for sustainable design in the reuse of
an existing building, and the repurposing, for example, of excess heat from the
cooling of computer servers for other uses such as warming water.

The students are only at the start of this project, and I would be happy to share the findings from this final version of the esports centre development, as well as the detailed
feedback from the 2019 and 2020 projects on request.
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CONCLUSIONS MOVING FORWARD
Moving forward, the projects so far have suggested:
•

Where a new-build esports centre is proposed, the design must take into consideration:
–

How it attracts professional esports athletes and participants

–

How it also attracts people new to gaming, and amateurs

–

How the public, gaming, professional and support facilities meet spatial
expectations and are also designed to be inclusive for all participants, regardless of any physical on physiological differences.

•

Where a locally integrated new-build esports centre, or an adaptation of an existing building is proposed, the design must take into consideration:
–

All of the points detailed above

–

Ensure any reliance on neighbouring or local facilities also follows the points
detailed above, as the successful integration of esports facilities with existing sports, venue and gaming provision, for example, will aid in embedding
esports as a valued community facility.

•

For all versions of these projects, esports centres will always be consumers of
significant amounts of power. Wherever possible, such facilities should seek to
maximise power generation through renewable means, such as solar panels,
and seek in other systems, such as heat recovery, water harvesting, the use of
light-emitting diode (LED) lighting etc., to be as efficient as possible.
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Esports facilities can relate to many things. Most notable esports facilities are esports
arenas and centers built around the world. Gaming houses owned by top gaming organizations can also be regarded as esports facilities. In these types of gaming houses
there are many different spaces used for content creation, training, meetings and casting just to name a few. A dedicated space for esports can be regarded as an esports
facility and in Kajaani University of Applied Sciences we have two different types of
esports facilities, the esports classroom and the esports laboratory. We will explain
their functions and purposes next.

ESPORTS CLASSROOM
This is the esports classroom which we use for normal classroom teaching, mostly in
the esports curriculum. It acts as a “home classroom” for the students in our esports
degrees. It is also a community hub where all the students interested in esports can
gather to play games together. People from multiple nationalities can be found here
playing their favorite games alone or as a group. Student based events are organized
in the classroom such as the community evenings hosted by the student-found Esports
Club every Friday. The esports classroom has 24 gaming PC’s with gaming monitors
and other peripherals needed for gaming. Students can also bring their own gear; it is
all plug and play and you are ready to game.

ESPORTS LAB
In the darkest corners of our university, you can find the esports lab where we have
conducted tests for esports players. Testing and analyzing services can relate to eye
movement, accuracy, reaction time, stress control and communication. Previously we
have used belts that monitor heartbeat and followed the heart rate in stressful situations. There are five positions to play and one place for the coach or the researcher,
whoever might be observing. Testing can be done for individuals or for teams. Esports
testing is something that has not been widely researched yet, we hope to some day
find results for intriguing questions regarding esports
players by using in-game testing.
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Hello, my name is Ophélie Alasseur and I am in charge of communication at Level
256. Level 256 is an innovation and economic development platform dedicated to
esports, which is attached to a parent company, Paris&Co, itself the innovation and
development agency of Paris and its metropolis. In Level 256, we also have a place
which is the house of esports which has several characteristics, that is to say that it
gathers the various stakeholders of the sector, which can be part of the association,
big groups, contractors or others.
This initiative originates from the city of Paris, which, in 2016 after discussion with
the actors, asked: what are the needs?
The first answer of the stakeholders was «we would like money» and the second was
«we want the sector to be promoted and more visible». The community answered
that, within the context, «we can’t necessarily have the money but we can support»,
in other words «what are the real needs, what are the other needs’?
And this place would be a showcase for esports, a kind of lighthouse in Paris where
someone who wants to learn about esports, someone who wants to practice esports
could show up.
So, for that purpose, we have an incubation space with an open space ; we have an
arena that can host a lot of different types of events; it’s flexible so that’s what’s nice
too. And we have practice rooms, one that is more dedicated for associations, and
one that is more dedicated for professional and amateur teams to carry out bootcamp/training phases before a big competition or important qualifications.
For the record, «Level 256» is the last level of Pacman at the time when the machines
could not work anymore; the machines were not powerful enough for the game, and
the game crashed. And so we thought, «we can tell a lot of things about Level 256».
First, the story because people are going to ask the question and second, we can
imagine that the entrepreneurs have to go up to Level 256, or even further, there’s
a good story to tell about all that.

WHY IS A PHYSICAL LOCATION ESSENTIAL?
The development of an esports venue is very important in its development for several reasons: The first one is that we need physical places to supervise the practice,
quite simply. We were in the middle of a lot of delocalisation, and today mainly communities come to us because they have needs such as practice meetings, supervision
with coaches and managers, etc.
So this will allow us to lead the practice better from that point of view.
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Then, there are also these clichés that existed in the video game sector, which today
have been totally overturned: we see that esports and video game players have a
higher level of sociability, or such a thing as sport practice. And, as a result, there is a
need to meet in places dedicated to this.
The whole «Innovation, economy, business hotel» part is going to work like a business
hotel building. Entrepreneurs have access and come when they want. The interest
of the building is that they can come 24/7. Entrepreneurs like that are in control of
their schedules. But there is also an issue: esports is recognised internationally, so for
structures that work, whether with Asia or the Americas, we have the jetlag issue; so,
in order to work, it is easier to have a place that is always open but secure. We need
to be able to supervise, not come in «cyber café» mode as we used to. So the practice
rooms are reserved, just as you would reserve a space.
There are two ways of working: On the one hand, you have a year-long pedagogical
program or a practice program, and you reserve certain slots at the beginning of
the year by saying «I take my slots, I am an association, and I am going to come every
Monday from 4 to 5 pm, at 7 pm on such typology of game». And that way, the general public knows that they can come that day, there will be this game, with this association. It works as any cultural association would work, whether it is in music, graphic
arts or sports. On the other hand, we have the possibility of coming punctually, as we
would if we organised an event, whether it’s a weekend or even a one-time event;
and there, we always book the same way, saying «I book this place occasionally.»

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES FOR THE CREATION
OF LEVEL 256?
In addition to the covid, which is also a major challenge, the ecosystem is also undergoing a period of education. Particularly at the level of the associative system,
among other things. We are trying to follow the example of sports or at least cultural
associations, when they need a place to practice or something else. There is a lot of
education to be done with esports associations which used to function online mainly,
or in any case which were delocalized. We are now getting closer to a more localized
format, with stronger relationships with town halls, neighborhood centers.
The challenge is also to be able to say you can access consoles or PCs, or that we
offer them financial access to rather expensive equipment; we have this room which
allows someone who could use it at low cost, free, to practice. Not every home is
equipped with consoles; young people don’t necessarily have a PC to play with, and
we know that for esports, you need quality or powerful enough equipment.
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It must be a place where people can come easily, where you can move around. Sometimes there are young people, so if it’s a young audience, they have to be able to
come using public transport. There is a need for strong internet access and powerful
fiber. And we can’t do it everywhere. So, when we looked for our location, we needed to know what access to fiber there was. The second issue is a completely operational and technical issue, but we need to perform audiovisual production that often
requires sets, lights, and ceiling height.

DO YOU HAVE EXAMPLES OF RECENT PROJECTS?
During the year, and despite the context, we welcomed professional teams who
came to get ready at the beginning of the season or even during their season to play
their matches in these dedicated spaces for professionals.
During the vacations, when we could afford it, we welcomed young people, children,
from 11 to 17 years old who came to play and practice - we will use the word practice
instead of play - and be sensitized with a speech of prevention regarding screens.
This is a plan initiated by the city of Paris and which is called «Paris sport vacances».
We have hosted viewing parties in the Arena, where you can accommodate about
100 people. So, the viewing party allowed people to come and watch reports and
tournaments.
Last year, the city of Paris hosted an NBA game at the Accor Hotel Arena, and so in
parallel, there was as esports event that was a small tournament on NBA2K, which
we hosted in the building.

WHAT IS YOUR DEFINITION OF ESPORTS?
The definition of esports that we have at Level 256 is the competitive practice of
video games, quite simply. But, for me, it also gives me ideas about innovation and
about structuring; it’s an environment that needs to be structured, which is still in a
structuring stage, even if we’ve been hearing the word «esports» in the media for
several years, as well as everything else that is going to be developed, which is happening more and more, with a democratization that has really accelerated over the
last year. That’s what esports inspires me.
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WHAT IS YOUR APPROACH TO SOCIAL INCLUSION?
The strength of esports is that, no matter who is playing, there is no barrier to entry.
And that’s something that’s quite unique in esports, when you compare it to sport
for example. We like to compare «sport and esports». However, esports can essentially be played by anyone. There is normally equality upon entrance. And, as a result,
esports has a very bright future ahead, but there is still a lot of work to be done on
the themes of inclusion, hence gender mixity, but also accessibility.
What is also interesting, speaking about Level 256, is that 17% of start-up founders
are women, which is a figure we are quite proud of when we compare it with some
of our counterparts at Paris&Co: when they started, the figure was 0%. So we were
able to start having a positive rate of women invested and this is something we are
very proud of supporting. In any case, we put it in the limelight during events. Every
year, Paris&Co organizes «Option Innovation», and for two years in a row, women entrepreneurship has been put forward and we are very proud to show that there are
also women who are behind the esports of tomorrow, especially through innovation.
It’s not enough yet, so we hope that it will develop in the years to come ; at least we
strongly encourage it at Level 256. And we hope that it will grow more and more; and
we hope that there will be more women behind innovation in tomorrow’s esports.

WHO ARE YOUR INSPIRATIONS?
There are teacher-researchers, I think there is a personality who is very well known,
namely Nicolas Besombes. He is a person to follow on social networks, on top of studying his biblography or documentation about his productions.
On social networks, who should we follow… ? Thomas Gavache who is a very interesting person and who follows the economic ecosystem very well.
A person who has been studying the sector for a long time and has a rather interesting view on it is called Arnaud Rogerie; it is a person who has been for a long time
in the sector and who also knows its positive aspects as well as its downsides. It is
always interesting to have a relevant reading.
AaA is a historical media; Vacaarm is about Counter Strike. Breakflip is a regular media if you want to follow the news about games.
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A WORD TO CONCLUDE?
Level 256’s motto is: the development of esports by all and for all and to assist this
development. And when we say «for all and by all» we mean everyone can practice,
everyone can play, and if we speak about businesses or even associations, people
can develop. There is an ecosystem that is more and more developing, we know that,
the more years will go by, the more people will play and practice, because they will
be born with it. For the moment, the sector is very small from an economic point of
view. We are gastronomes at Level 256; we like to make a nod to food. We’re talking
about cake or cookies, whatever you want, and so we shouldn’t be satisfied with
the small crumbs from the sector at the moment; we have to think that the cake is
huge, that there will be food for everyone and therefore, people have to think about
helping each other to make this sector grow rather than trying to stab one another
in the back.
We are totally committed to having more people, well several entities, working together on calls for projects, things like that; we really want to encourage that. If you
are really interested in all that, we can welcome you with open arms to work on subjects. And in any case, this is really the image we want to give of esport, that there
are many things to imagine, that we all have a place to play, and that we need to
take in this role of empowerment in the construction of this sector which is still in its
structuring phase as I said. So we will really need to collaborate together and really
build tomorrow’s esports together.

